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 raw zulu client By default, only commands installed in your path can be used by you. Also, there are other commands that search your path for programs. Here are some of those path variables: rohan, i don't think that is ubuntu ubuntu 18.10? simpson from okay oke :) I don't know why I feel the need to use irc. perhaps I'm simply no good at building websites or something. Hi everyone, I need help
with my SD card. It freezes my computer every time I try to boot. maybe I should be spending my time in #linux i already tried sudo mkswap -f /dev/sdb and this doesn't help Ubuntu16.04, using dd if=... of=/dev/sdb, and installing a new system on /dev/sdb doesn't say "this partition does not have a valid swap signature" yet it freezes the system ubuntu431, freezing is nothing what you get when using

ssd, do you really need swap? oerheks, yes, I need to make something work with an sdcard hm, I suppose I could keep using the system without installing anything if I can boot the kernel directly using that device ubuntu431, please go over your /home in disk utility and delete everything, and reinstall you have a lot of system errors on the hard drive, due to the ssd oerheks, what about the root partition?
is there a possibility to boot a kernel directly using a device? I have these commands in a.sh script that do everything for me, but I could replace them by something else ubuntu431, i think you are not even booting into the system, you have issues on the disk itself? remove that 'bla' SSD, you will be safe 82157476af
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